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Our mobile solutions allow you to streamline your inventory physical counts, purchase order receiving, job issues, 
inventory movements, sales order picking and much more, using handheld devices or a desktop PC. The information 
you enter is validated in real-time, saving errors, increasing stock accuracy and production efficiency and adding 
value to your company.

The Benefits of Translution
  Simplified and accurate data capture
  Barcode scanning functionslity for improved accuracy
  Flexible and scalable
  Improved stock control and stock accuracy
  Capture live shop-floor data for accurate production 

planning and management
  A simple user interface with easy-to-read screens 

  Fast and logical entry
  Integration with SYSPRO and the ability to post 

transactions directly
  Track labour and raw materials to improve production 

efficiency
  Replaces spreadsheets and clipboards, automating 

manual tasks and making management information 
available in real-time
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Translution In Use
TranslutionTM is often used to improve many standard processes such as receiving and dispatch. Here are some of the 
more common implementations of TranslutionTM.

Receiving

At receiving, goods are labelled and scanned. TranslutionTM validates items and quantities against the purchase order 
and the data is posted to SYSPRO for creation of Goods Received Notes. 

Warehouse Management

TranslutionTM supports a wide range of inventory management functions, such as purchase order receiving, goods 
in transit transactions, standard inventory transactions, stock-take and cycle counts. Posting data directly to SYSPRO 
allows for accurate stock control and warehouse management.

Put-away received goods - Product put-away can be managed using put-away rules. TranslutionTM allows fully 
directed put-away where the user scans the system directed target bin, as well as partially directed or undirected put-
away.
Moving items around a warehouse - There are many reasons that items are moved in a warehouse. TranslutionTM 
allows users to move stock to replenish a pick-face;pack, unpack or move pallets; or simply reorganise bin contents.
Stock adjustments / stock-take / cycle count - Warehouse stock accuracy is maintained by doing regular stock-
takes and cycle counts. Performing adjustments to correct errors is a key part of this process.

Product Tracking

Labour tracking - Tracking labour in real-time is a key component of successful management and control. Accurate 
data provides visibility of operation progress, a base from which to develop accurate future schedules, as well as an 
information store about operational activities.
Material tracking - From scanning raw materials to the factory floor and issuing items to jobs, to scanning finished 
goods off the line and posting job receipts, TranslutionTM delivers a complete material tracking solution to meet your 
needs.

Sales Order Management

Picking - In smaller warehouses picking individual orders works well. In warehouses with high volumes it is often 
necessary to pick groups of orders together to improve efficiency. TranslutionTM allows orders to be grouped to support 
picking options.
Checking - TranslutionTM allows seamless management of the checking process and assists with box packing, labelling 
and invoice creation and printing.
Dispatching documents - It is possible to choose the outcome of the dispatch process - invoice creation only, invoice 
creation and printing, dispatch note creation.


